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Abstract: The original Kerker effect was introduced for a hypothetical magnetic sphere, and
initially it did not attract much attention due to a lack of magnetic materials required. Rejuvenated
by the recent explosive development of the field of metamaterials and especially its core concept
of optically-induced artificial magnetism, the Kerker effect has gained an unprecedented impetus
and rapidly pervaded different branches of nanophotonics. At the same time, the concept behind
the effect itself has also been significantly expanded and generalized. Here we review the physics
and various manifestations of the generalized Kerker effects, including the progress in the
emerging field of meta-optics that focuses on interferences of electromagnetic multipoles of
different orders and origins. We discuss not only the scattering by individual particles and particle
clusters, but also the manipulation of reflection, transmission, diffraction, and absorption for
metalattices and metasurfaces, revealing how various optical phenomena observed recently are
all ubiquitously related to the Kerker’s concept.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
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1. Introduction
The history of the Kerker effect goes back to 1983 when M. Kerker et al. studied scattering of a
magnetic sphere with magnetic permeability µ , 1 [1]. One of the significant findings of this
study was the observation that, when the electric permittivity satisfies the condition  = µ, the
backscattering by the magnetic sphere can be totally eliminated. This effect can be attributed to
the fact that two sets of the Mie scattering coefficients coincide for every expansion order [1].
If we take into account the correspondence between the Mie coefficients and electromagnetic
multipoles [2–4], a direct conclusion from [1] is a particle that supports overlapped in-phase
electric and magnetic multipoles of the same order and magnitude would not scatter backwards.
The simplest case of this effect is overlapped electric and magnetic dipole resonances, which
corresponds exactly to the so-called Huygens’ source employed for antenna engineering [5].
Unfortunately, the discovery made by M. Kerker et al. had gradually slipped into oblivion, as
there exist almost no materials that are naturally magnetic, especially in the spectral regimes of
higher frequencies.
Revitalized by the concept of optically-induced artificial magnetism [6], and especially
the demonstration with simple high-index dielectric particles [7–10], the situation has been
dramatically changed, with the original work by M. Kerker et al. attracting surging attention
and interest in various branches of nanophotonics. This has breathed a new life into the original
proposal for magnetic spheres, which has then been greatly extended to nonmagnetic single
particles of other shapes and finite particle clusters, to control scattering not only at the originally
discussed forward and backward directions, but also along all other possible scattering angles.
Consequently, a new branch of nanophotonics, termed as meta-optics, has been incubated focusing
on optical-wave manipulations replying on resonant multipolar excitations and interferences
involving optically-induced magnetic responses. This field is rapidly developing, and it finds
various applications not only with single particles and finite particle clusters, but also with
other extended periodic or aperiodic structures [7,10–18]. Compared to the original Kerker’s
proposal, the term of generalized Kerker effects can be justified mainly by, but not limited to,
the following extensions: (i) The exciting source can be other more sophisticated structured
electromagnetic waves or even electron beams. (ii) The scattering body can be isolated particles
of arbitrary shapes, particle clusters, and periodic (quasi-periodic) particle lattices. (iii) Angular
scattering pattern shaping can be also achieved in other scattering angles beyond the conventional
forward and backward directions only. (iv) The interfering multipoles have been extended from
mainly dipoles to higher-order multipoles, and interferences between pure electric resonances
can be also applied for scattering shaping (in generalized cases, magnetic responses are not really
essential anymore; see Sec. 2 for more details). This paper aims to discuss, for the first time to
our knowledge, a broad variety of problems driven by the generalized Kerker effects, and we
reveal how those effects play ubiquitous and significant roles in various optical phenomena and
related advanced applications.
To realize these ideas, firstwe discuss the far-field radiation phase symmetries of electromagnetic
multipoles and demonstrate how different combinations of them can provide a broader theoretical
framework for scattering pattern shaping. Then, we examine the generalized Kerker effects in
individual particles and finite particle clusters, discussing the manipulations of both differential
and total scattering cross sections. We then move to the most interesting generalizations in
periodic structures, that we have termed here as metalattices underlying their differences from
metasurfaces and metagratings. We demonstrate how the generalized Kerker effects are directly
related to various functionalities in meta-optics, including perfect transmission, perfect reflection,
higher-order diffraction management, and perfect absorption. We conclude the review with the
discussions of perspectives, interdisciplinary connections and possible broader applications.
2. Phase-symmetry analysis for electromagnetic multipoles
For the physics of electromagnetic multipoles, we would usually consider their two representative
features: the corresponding charge-current distributions and far-field radiation patterns. This
approach brings us to a widely spread misconception about the hierarchy of the electromagnetic
multipoles: it is usually believed that the electric dipole (ED) is the fundamental mode that
dominates over other multipoles, such as the magnetic dipole (MD) mode, etc.. This taken-for-
granted hierarchy comes from the Taylor expansion for the vector potential of a specific charge-
current distribution, which can be physically justified only in the large-wavelength approximation
when the source dimension is much smaller than the effective wavelength [3, 19–21]. When this
precondition is not satisfied, the physical validity of the Taylor expansion and thus the multipole
hierarchy becomes not well-grounded, indicating that the ED mode would not necessarily be the
dominant and strongest mode anymore. A noticeable example of this is the recent demonstration of
optically-induced magnetism with high-index (thus with relatively smaller effective wavelength)
dielectric particles, where the MD modes can be made comparable or even stronger than ED
modes in some spectral regimes in terms of the total scattered power [8, 9]. Moreover, it is
revealed that simple particles (not only dielectric but also metallic or hybrid) can provide a
full family of electromagnetic multipoles beyond dipoles, such as electric quadrupole (EQ) and
magnetic quadrupole (MQ) modes, which renders tremendous opportunities for the observation
of different types of the generalized Kerker effects relying on interferences between multipoles of
different natures (electric or magnetic) and orders [7, 10, 12–14].
Another significant feature of electromagnetic multipoles that has been largely neglected
in the past is associated with the phase symmetry of their far-field radiations, though the
symmetries become essential for the study of multipolar interferences. A systematic study
reveals that multipoles show very different phase symmetries in the forward and backward
directions with respect to the incident wave [22]. Basically, the ED radiation shows even parity
while the MD radiation shows odd parity, for which the radiated electric fields in the forward
and backward directions are in and out of phase, respectively [3, 23]. We notice here that the
parities are discussed in terms of electric fields, while for magnetic fields the parities would
be reversed due to the electromagnetic duality, as is also the case for other multipoles. The
phase symmetries of higher-order multipoles can be simply deduced from the following simple
rule: the scattering parities are opposite, for multipoles of the same nature and adjacent orders
(e.g., even parity, for ED, while odd parity, for EQ), and for multipoles of the same order but
different natures (e.g., odd for EQ while even for MQ). Though not widely recognised, this
simple rule manifests itself in many well-known mathematical expressions [24]. For example, the
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Fig. 1. Phase-symmetry analysis for electromagnetic multipoles up to quadrupoles (middle
row; arrows indicate radiated electric fields in the forward and backward directions, with
upward and downward arrows corresponding to out-of-phase and in-phase fields with respect
to the incident electric field, respectively) and different overlapping scenarios to suppress
the backward scattering (upper and lower rows). The incident plane wave is assumed to
prorogate from the left with in-plane electric field. All the multipoles shown are resonantly
excited and of the same magnitude in terms of backward scattering. For both individual
and overlapped multipoles, only the in-plane (purple curves) and out-of-plane (blue curves)
scattering patterns are shown for clarity. The scattering patterns are azimuthally symmetric
(in-plane and out-of-plane scattering patterns are identical) for overlapped electric and
magnetic multipoles of the same order (lower row).
backward scattering intensity for spherical particles with an incident plane wave is proportional
to |∑∞n=1 (2n + 1)(−1)n(bn − an)|2, where an and bn are Mie scattering coefficients of the order
n [1–4]. It is clear that this expression is consistent with the above mentioned multipole phase
parity rule: the terms of (−1)n and (bn − an) correspond to the opposite parities for the multipoles
of the adjacent orders and of different natures, respectively.
In Fig. 1, we show schematically the far-field radiation phase parities for resonantly excited
multipoles up to quadrupoles (middle row), where we assume that the exciting plane wave
propagates from the left, with an in-plane electric field pointing downwards. For each multipole,
we show for clarity only the in-plane (purple curve) and out-of-plane (blue curve) scattering
patterns. The radiated electric fields of all multipoles interfere destructively in the forward
direction with respect to the incident wave (all upward pointing arrows), as is required by the
optical theorem [2–4]. As for the backward radiated electric fields, the phase would be decided
by the parity of each multipole. It is clear here that, to suppress the backward scattering, we can
not only overlap ED and MD modes (as is the simplest case of Huygens’ source [5]), but also
more generally overlap multipoles of opposite parities (multipoles of same nature but different
orders, or multipoles of the same order but different natures; see upper and lower rows in Fig. 1).
Moreover, to overlap more electric and magnetic multipoles of higher orders would not only
suppress the backward scattering (and other side scattering lobes; see e.g. the case in the lower
row of Fig. 1 with overlapped ED, MD, EQ and MQ modes), but also enhance the directionality
of the forward scattering [22, 25]. The forward scattering lobe can be further collimated through
employing engineered arrays of overlapped multipoles [26–28].
It is worth mentioning that in Fig. 1 we present only the radiation phase in the forward and
backward directions. Moreover, we have confined our discussions to resonantly excited multipoles
by the same incident wave (all multipoles are in-phase); the overlapped multipoles are of the
same magnitude (in terms of backward scattering) and of opposite parities to suppress the overall
backward scattering. Definitely, the phase analysis can be extended to other scattering angles, and
we can generalize the interferences to multipoles with arbitrary relative phases and amplitudes
(including the so-called “second Kerker’s condition" to suppress the forward scattering), or even
to those of the same parity, to enhance the backward scattering [1, 29–39]. All those features
constitute the main aspects of the generalized Kerker effects, which can render more flexibilities
for the scattering manipulation than the initially proposed Kerker effect [1].
3. Generalized Kerker effects for individual particles
As already mentioned, the original Kerker effect was introduced for a single magnetic sphere in
free space with an incident plane wave [1]. It has been greatly generalized, not only to various
nonmagnetic particles of different shapes [7, 10, 12–14], but also to other engineered incident
waves [40–47], with the effects of substrates also studied in detail for practical applications [48–52].
Figure 2 includes three experimental studies on efficient beam steering based on interferences of
multipoles excited with individual particles [43,53,54]. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the directional
scattering of a silicon particle into the substrate, based on the sole interference of electric and
magnetic dipoles. Compared to conventional studies into dipolar interferences with a plane wave
incidence [7, 10, 12–14], here the incoming wave is a tightly focused radially-polarized beam,
with an adjustable focusing point relative to the particle position. This renders extra freedom,
compared to a linearly-polarized plane wave, for the tuning of both the amplitudes and phases
of the excited multipoles [42, 43], thus providing more flexibilities to induce highly-efficient
directional scattering. The same effect can also be observed with more interfering multipoles of
various orders (see, e.g. Fig. 1), and two examples are shown in Figs. 2(c)-2(f) [53, 54]. For both
cases, the efficient light routing in the substrate is induced by interferences involving mainly ED,
MD, and EQ modes, which are excited (by quantum dots) in the classical gold split-ring resonator
[SRR, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] or are excited (by effectively plane waves) in the all-dielectric V-shaped
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Fig. 2. Directional scattering by individual particles, induced by interference of: (a,b) ED
and MD modes, and (c-f) ED, MD, and EQ modes. In (a,b), the ED and MD modes are
excited in a Si nanoparticle by a focused radially polarized wave. In (c-f), ED, MD and EQ
modes are excited by (c,d) quantum dots within a gold SRR, and (e,f) by an effective plane
waves within the V-shaped silicon antenna. Adapted from [43,53,54].
silicon antenna [Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)], respectively. For the V-shaped silicon antenna, at different
wavelengths, the amplitude and phase ratios between ED, MD and EQ modes would be different,
and thus there will be different interference patterns, routing light of different colors to different
directions [Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)]. It is clear here, the fundamental point that really matters, is not
directly what materials the particles are made of or what is the shape, but which multipoles are
excited and how they interfere with one another. Similarly, as long as the required multipoles (of
proper phases and magnitudes) can be effectively excited, the directional scattering can also be
achieved with various other configurations [40–42,44–46], including electron beam excitations
and electrical excitations [55–57].
In Fig. 2 we confine our discussions to interfering multipoles up to quadrupoles, and it is known
that introducing more multipoles of higher orders will render extra flexibilities for scattering
shaping and beam controls (see, e.g. Fig. 1) [22, 25, 58–61]. The same principles can also
be applied to complementary particles (such as holes and slits [56, 62–67]), spoof plasmonic
structures [68, 69] and particles incorporating tunable materials [70–72]. The generalized Kerker
effects with individual particles can be employed not only for scattering shaping and beam control,
but also for further related applications, such as more sophisticated manipulations of quantum
dot emissions [73, 74], optical polarizations [75, 76], and optical forces [30, 41, 46, 77, 78].
We emphasize here that both the phase symmetry analysis and the interference patterns shown in
Fig. 1 are valid only in the far field region, where the radiated fields are treated as transverse waves
(no electric or magnetic components along the propagation direction), with all the evanescent
components neglected [3]. Similarly, the different scenarios of directional radiations into the
substrates shown in Fig. 2 are also attributed to the far-field interference effects betweenmultipoles
of different sorts and orders. In a sharp contrast, in the near field both the field components
(including both prorogating and evanescent ones) for each multipole and the interferences
between different multipoles can be rather complicated. The near-field phase symmetry analysis
for resonant excitations and interferences of various multipoles are vitally important for nanoscale
light-matter interactions, especially at the interfaces [62,66,79–85]. Unfortunately, for higher-
order multipoles especially, it has not been investigated in a comprehensive way to provide a
clear and intuitive picture that is as exhaustive as what has been obtained in the far field (see, e.g.
Fig. 1).
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Fig. 3. Interference of an incident surface plasmon with the fields scattered by a hole in a
gold film shown in (a), where both the ED and MD modes can be effective excited. The
interference patterns are shown in (b) and (c), where the sole contribution of ED, or both
the contributions from ED and MD are considered, respectively. Unidirectional surface
plasmon wave excitation [shown in (e)] can be obtained with a metal slit [shown in (d)]
excited by an obliquely-incident circularly-polarized wave. The directionality comes from
the interference of a pair of parallel ED and MD [both along z direction, shown in (d)] with
an absolute pi/2 phase shift that is induced by the circular polarization of the incident wave.
Effective switching of the excitations of surface modes (or waveguide modes) through the
interferences of a pair of orthogonal ED and MD, as is shown in (f,g). Through tuning the
phase difference between the two dipoles from pi/2 to −pi/2, the mode excitations can be
switched on or off, despite the fact that the far-field radiation patterns of such a dipole pair
are identical for the two opposite phase differences [see the insets of (f,g)].Adapted from
[79,80,85].
To exemplify the significant role of the near-field multipolar interference, in Fig. 3 we show
three cases involving excitation and propagation of surface waves [79, 80, 85]. A single hole in a
gold film shown in Fig. 3(a) can support both ED and MD modes when excited with a surface
plasmon wave [79]. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show interference patterns of the incident and scattered
waves by a hole, considering respectively only the contribution of ED mode [Fig. 3(b)], or both
ED and MD modes [Fig. 3(c)]. It is clear that the interference between the ED and MD modes
is vitally important, especially for the interference fringes at larger distances from the beam
central line. Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show the unidirectional excitations of surface plasmons with a
metal slit excited by an obliquely-incident circularly-polarized wave [80]. It is observed that the
directionality comes from the near-field interference of a pair of parallel ED and MDmodes [both
of them are along z direction shown in Fig. 3(d), with an absolute pi/2 phase shift induced by the
incident wave], which cannot be possibly obtained through the far-field interference of such a
dipole pair configuration. Figures 3(f) and 3(g) show the effective switching for the excitations of
surface waves (or other waveguide modes), which has been made possible by the interference of
a pair of ED and MD modes, with also an absolute pi/2 phase shift [85]. Compared to what is
shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), now the ED and MD modes are orthogonal rather than parallel
to each other. Such a ED-MD pair is also different from the conventional Huygens’ source [5],
for which the two consisting dipoles are in phase. As a result, the far-field radiation patterns
[see the insets in Figs. 3(f) and 3(g), which are identical for the phase shift of both pi/2 and
−pi/2 ] are also contrastingly different from the highly directional pattern of a Huygens’ source
(Fig. 1). Despite the identical far-field patterns, the near-field coupling of such an ED-MD pair
to the surface modes are contrastingly different for opposite phase shifts [Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)],
confirming the fundamental differences between near-field and far-field multipolar interference
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Fig. 4. Scattering manipulations for different clusters of partices, including (a-c) asymmetric
silicon dimers, (d-f) silicon trimers, and (g,h) higher-index dielectric quadrumers. The dimer
can effectively direct light of different wavelengths to different directions [(b,c)], and the
backscattering of the trimers (both line-shaped and triangle-shaped) can be significantly
suppressed [(d-f)]. Besides angular scattering controls in (a-d), the total scattering can be
significantly suppressed for the quadrumer made of high-index dielectric spheres shown in
(g), or fully eliminated for that consisting of high-index dielectric cylinders shown in (h),
where simultaneous free-space field enhancement has also been obtained. Adapted from
[90,92,97,101].
effects.
We note here that the results summarized in Figs. 3(d)-3(g) are also related to or even beyond
the physics of spin-orbit interactions of light [84,86,87]. Moreover, it is natural to expect that,
similar to what is shown in Fig. 1, the study of near-field interference between dipoles can be
extended to other higher-order multipoles.
4. Generalized Kerker effects for particle clusters
The analysis of the generalized Kerker effects applied to clusters of particles is less straightforward
than that for individual particles, mainly due to inter-particle interactions. The interactions can
make the multipolar efficiencies of each particle in the cluster totally different from the case when
the particle is isolated. The general theory that can be employed to treat the particle clusters is
the multiple scattering theory [88], through which the multipolar efficiencies within each particle
of the cluster can be obtained. Then the scattering properties of the whole cluster can be obtained
through a linear combination of the contributions from all the multipoles excited within all the
particles of the cluster, taken into consideration also the phase lags among the particles. One of
the simplest versions of multiple scattering theory is the coupled dipole theory that involves not
only ED modes but also MD modes [89], which has been widely applied for various particle
clusters, including dimers [90–93], trimers [90, 94–96], quadrumers [90, 97], and other types
of oligomers [98]. Based on the coupled-dipole theory, it is also possible to calculate directly
the eigenmodes of the whole cluster [91, 97, 99], making it possible to treat the whole cluster
effectively as an individual scattering particle, and then the basic principles discussed above in
Secs. 2 and 3 can be directly applied.
Figures 4(a)-4(c) show the efficient routing for light of different colors to different directions
based on an asymmetric silicon dimer, which is induced mainly by the interferences of the two
MDs excited within each particle [92]. Similar studies has also been conducted for trimers and
oligomers with more consisting particles, and Figs. 4(d)-4(f) show that for silicon trimers (both
triangle-shaped and line-shaped), effective backscattering suppression can be obtained at various
wavelengths [90]. In a similar way, this originates from the interferences of ED and MD modes
excited within all silicon particles. Besides the manipulations of angular scattering, the multipolar
interference principles can also be applied to control the total scattering cross sections of particles
clusters, with two examples of quadrumers shown in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h). Figure 4(g) shows the
effective total scattering suppression of a quadrumer made of dielectric spheres, which comes
from the destructive interference (at the Fano dip) of two eigenmodes of the whole quadrumer,
both of which are mainly of magnetic nature [97, 100]. A further step is made with a quadrumer
consisting of high-index dielectric cylinders [see Fig. 4(h)], and it is shown that the scattering can
be totally eliminated, making the quadrumer effectively invisible [101]. Together with invisibility,
the fields are also enhanced in the accessible free space between the cylinders, which has been
made possible by efficient excitations of not only ED and MD modes, but also higher-order
multipoles within each cylinder [101]. It is worth noticing that when higher-order multipoles
within either particle are effectively excited (as is the case discussed in [101]), the coupled
dipole theory can not be simply applied, and more general multiple scattering theory should be
employed. Moreover, for such a system it is not convenient or direct to conduct an eigenmode
analysis for the whole cluster (as has been done in [97]), because here you have to consider
interactions not only between ED and MD modes, but also between higher-order multipoles.
Here we have confined our discussions to the clusters made of a few particles (say, up to four),
but similar multi-particle multipolar interference principles can be certainly applied to clusters
made of more particles and other geometrical patterns. Compared to individual particles, the
interparticle interaction renders an extra dimension of freedom for manipulations of multipolar
interferences, based on which more sophisticated and advanced optical functionalities related to
the generalized Kerker effects could be obtained.
5. Generalized Kerker effects for metalattices
Finally, we discuss the generalized Kerker effects for extended periodic structures composed
of individual particles or periodically arranged particle clusters. Here we employ the term
“metalattices", instead of commonly used term “metasurfaces" or less frequent term“metagratings",
as we cover both the metasurface regime of subwavelength periodicity where there exists no higher-
order diffraction (transmission and reflection are viewed as the zeroth-order diffractions), and
the metagrating regime of larger periodicity when efficient coupling to higher-order diffractions
is observed. Traditionally, the prefix “meta" is used to differentiate the periodic structures we
discuss here from the conventional periodic structures (such as plasmonic structures) that can be
described mainly by the ED modes. Within each unit cell of the metalattice, not only ED modes
but also MD modes or higher-order multipoles can be efficiently excited, which is similar to the
cases considered in Secs. 2-4.
Generally speaking, a metalattice is a special type of extended cluster of scattering particles.
Compared to the finite particle cluster that has potentially infinite out-coupling channels (scattering
at different angles, which is constrained by the optical theorem though [2–4]), for metalattices
there appear only finite diffraction orders (out-coupling channels). When loss is involved, the
system absorption can be viewed as an extra out-coupling channel for both cases [102]. Similarly,
the multiple scattering theory can also be applied to metalattices [88], through which the
multipolar excitation efficiencies within each unit cell can be directly calculated, with the lattice
coupling effects simultaneously taken into account [62, 103]. When each unit cell (or each
consisting particle within a unit cell made of particle clusters) can be effectively simplified as
dipoles (including both ED and MD modes), the simpler coupled dipole theory can be applied
directly [89, 104]. The analysis of metalattices can be simplified significantly by applying the
Floquet theory [105], where one may calculate the multipolar excitations within single rather
than all unit cells. Then the problem is reduced to a scattering problem for one unit cell, that is
even simpler for metalattices than for individual particles or particle clusters, as for metalattices
we should consider only the scattering along a finite number of diffraction directions besides the
system absorption.
Below, we review the generalized Kerker effects employed to manipulate various out-coupling
channels of metalattices, including transmission, reflection, absorption, as well as higher-order
diffraction. We focus on the perfect transmission, perfect reflection, perfect absorption, and
large-angle beam routing based on sophisticated diffraction manipulations, all of which have
been enabled through the interferences of multipoles excited within metalattices.
5.1. Perfect transmission
To achieve perfect transmission, one should exclude all other possible out-coupling scattering
channels. This is easier to achieve with metasurfaces without higher-order diffractions, as only
reflection elimination is required if the structure is lossless. From the fundamental point of view,
the sufficient requirement to achieve this condition is to fully suppress the backward scattering
from each unit cell with normally incident waves, which has already been discussed extensively
above in Secs. 2-4 above (see also Fig. 1).
Figure 5 summarizes the demonstrations of the perfect transmission with metalattices made
of individual particles [Figs. 5(a)-5(e)] or particle dimers [Figs. 5(f) and 5(g)]. For the case of
individual particles: (i) Figure 5(a) shows the most widely employed scenario of Huygens’ source
with overlapped ED and MD resonances [106] in a specially-designed metalattice termed as
“Huygens’ surface" [11–18,107–112]. (ii) As discussed in Sec. 1, the zero backward scattering for
individual particles can also be obtained with more interfering components involving higher-order
multipoles. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5(b) with a metalattice of Si disks, though it is not
specified exactly what the higher-order multipoles involved are [113]. (iii) Several other studies
have identified almost all the multipoles that have been involved [114–117], while unfortunately
their analysis is based on isolation of the unit cells, without taking the lattice coupling effects
into consideration. (iv) A more comprehensive and thorough study is shown in Figs. 5(c)-5(e),
where the perfect transmission is achieved with a metalattice consisting of an array of high-index
cylinders [see the inset in Fig. 5(c), with the incident wave polarized along the array] [118]. It is
shown convincingly that, the perfect transmission at the point A comes from the interferences
of MD, ED, and EQ resonances [see Fig. 5(d), where the angular scattering pattern of the unit
cell and the scattered power of all involving multipoles are shown], while at the point B an extra
multipole (electric octupole, EO) will join, with the same core feature of the zero backward
scattering of the unit cell preserved [see Fig. 5(e)].
According to the discussions in Sec. 4, multipolar interferences can also eliminate the
backscattering of particle dimers. As a result, the perfect transmission can also be obtained
with metalattices made of dimer-type unit cells. Two such examples are shown in Figs. 5(f) and
5(g), where the perfect transmission originates respectively from interferences mainly between
ED and MD in [119], ED and EQ in [120]. Similarly, other combinations of multipoles can
also render the whole metalattice fully transparent [121]. The involving multipoles are spatially
separated as they are supported by different particles within each unit cell in Fig. 5(f). These
studies can certainly be extended to obliquely incident waves [36, 118], and to metalattices
made of more complicated unit cells, consisting of more particles of other distributions, and
involving more multipoles of higher orders. Here we discuss only the regime of metasurfaces,
and for metagratings it is more challenging to obtain perfect transmission, as not only reflection,
but also all other higher-order diffractions have to be fully suppressed. Almost perfect (more
than 95%) transmission has been demonstrated with metalattices (metagratings) consisting of
high-index particles, where multipolar interferences are engineered to significantly suppress all
other out-coupling channels except transmission [118].
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Fig. 5. Perfect transmission for lattices of Si disks where the reflection is eliminated by
interference of: ED and MD modes in (a); ED, MD and other unspecified higher-order
multipoles in (b). Similarly, a 1D lattice of high-index dielectric cylinders [see inset in (c)]
can also be made fully transparent at the points A and B indicated in (c), which originate
respectively from the interferences of: ED, MD, and EQ modes shown in (d); ED, MD,
EQ, and EO modes shown in (e). In (c) and (d), both the angular scattering patterns of
each unit cell and relative total scattered power of all excited multipoles are shown. Perfect
transmission can also be obtained with metalattice consisting of dimers as the unit cells,
as is shown in (f) and (g). Reflection is fully suppressed by interference of ED and MD
resonances in (f), and of ED and EQ resonances in (g). Adapted from [106,113,118-120].
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Fig. 6. (a) A metalattice of Si nanodisks (inset) reflects the incident wave at ED or MD
resonances. (b) Perfect reflection by a lattice of high-index dielectric cylinders. Electric
mirrors are induced by ED or MQ resonances [(c-d)], and magnetic mirrors induced by MD
or EQ resonances [(e-f)] within each lattice cylinder. Adapted from [24,126].
5.2. Perfect reflection
Similar to the case of perfect transmission, it is easier to realize the perfect reflection in the
metasurface regime, where only the transmission elimination is required. In a sharp contrast to full
reflection suppression that relies on the zero backward scattering of each unit cell, transmission
elimination is induced by significant forward scattering to interfere destructively with the incident
wave. In many cases, the perfect reflection is associated with resonant multipolar excitations
within each unit cell of the metalattices, and the most widely studied case is the resonant excitation
of ED and/or MD modes [108, 122–128]. One such example is shown in Fig. 6(a), where a
metalattice of Si nanodisks can fully reflect the incident wave with resonant ED or MD modes
within each unit cell. Similar effect can be achieved with the higher-order multipoles [24, 118],
where quadrupole and/or octupole resonances (or their combinations with ED and MD modes)
can also result in full wave reflection.
Perfect reflection can be further categorized based on the phase (relative to the incident wave)
of the reflected waves, which are highly related to the recent studies of electric and magnetic
mirrors [24, 125, 126]. For an electric mirror, there is a half-wave loss (in terms of electric field)
of the reflected wave, whereas for a magnetic mirror there is no such phase jump, and other
cases can be placed between them. Based on the phase symmetries of multipoles of different
natures and orders (as shown in Fig. 1), a recent study provides a comprehensive dictionary that
establishes a full correspondence between multipoles and mirrors [24]. It is shown that the type
of mirrors obtained is solely decided by the phase pariy rather than the order or nature of the
multipoles excited. One simple example is shown in Fig. 6(b), where the incident wave can be
fully reflected by a lattice of high-index dielectric cylinders. Resonant excitation of ED or MQ
modes that show even parity leads to electric mirrors [see Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)], whereas MD and
EQ resonances exhibit odd parity which results in magnetic mirrors [Figs. 6(e) and 6(f)]. This is
rather counterintuitive since magnetic (electric) mirrors do not necessarily require the existence
of magnetic (electric) resonances.
5.3. Higher-order diffraction control
Metalattices operating in the metagrating regime have the lattice spacing larger (or comparable to)
the incident wavelength, for which higher-order diffraction effects naturally appear. Conventional
studies of gratings emphasize greatly their collective responses such as grating diffractions,
where the effect of lattice couplings on scattering pattern of each unit cell is largely neglected.
As a result, it is widely assumed that lower-order diffraction effects should be stronger than
those higher-order ones. Nevertheless, the grating diffraction itself just means that the scattered
light interferes constructively along the corresponding diffraction direction. If the scattering of
the unit cell along a diffraction angle is fully eliminated, there will be no energy routed into
this diffraction order. Basically, we need to consider not only the collective grating diffractions,
but also the scattering pattern of each unit cell (with the lattice coupling effects considered) to
predict accurately by what proportion the incident wave will be channelled to different diffraction
directions. Consequently, as generalized Kerker effects can be employed to shape the angular
scattering of each unit cell, the principles of multipolar interference can certainly provide extra
opportunities for diffraction management in meta-optics.
Higher-order diffraction management in metalattices has been demonstrated in the dipolar
regime (where only interference between ED and MD modes is employed to shape the unit-cell
scattering [129–132]), and also in more general multipolar regimes where higher-order multipoles
are taken into account [118,133,134]. Two such examples with higher-order interfering multipoles
are shown in Fig. 7. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the results for a metalattice made of asymmetric
TiO2 dimers [right inset in Fig. 7(a)]. For various wavelengths, a great proportion of the incident
light is channelled into the (−1) order diffraction of transmission, and all other possible diffraction
channels are suppressed significantly, obtaining effectively the functionality of large-angle beam
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Fig. 7. (a) A metalattice made of asymetric TiO2 dimers (shown in the right inset) can
direct most of the transmitted light to the (−1) order diffraction, thus realising effectively
highly efficient large-angle beam bending at various wavelengths, as shown in (b). This has
been enabled by the high directional scattering of each unit cell [left inset in (a)]. (c) With
a much simpler 1D metalattice made of high-index dielectric cylinders, almost the same
functionality can be obtained for both polarizations of incident waves. This is induced by the
specific scattering patterns of the lattice cylinders [upper row in (d, e)], which originate from
interferences of multipoles of different orders [lower row in (d, e); it agrees with the upper
row that the dipolar approximation (dashed curves) is not sufficient here and higher-order
multipoles should be taken into consideration]. Adapted from [118,134].
bending [134]. This functionality is made possible by highly directional scattering of each unit
cell [left inset in Fig. 7(a)], though it was not specified exactly what the involved higher-order
multipoles are and how efficiently they have been excited. It is worth mentioning that such
functionality has been widely discussed in various gradient metasurface geometries [18], where
however it is rather challenging to achieve sufficiently high efficiency.
Similar functionalities can also be achieved with metalattices of much simpler designs, and
one example is shown Fig. 7(c). Basically, a lattice made of high-index dielectric cylinders
can significantly bend the incident waves [of both in-plane and out-of-plane polarizations; see
inset in Fig. 7(c)] by a large angle with high efficiencies [118]. Figures 7(d) and 7(e) show the
corresponding angular scattering patterns for the lattice cylinder (see the upper row), revealing
clearly also what multipoles are excited [see the lower row in Figs. 7(d) and 7(e)] to interference
with one another to produce such scattering patterns. For both polarizations, the lattice cylinders
do not scatter at the reflection direction, but scatter significantly in the forward direction to
suppress the transmission. Undoubtedly, similar studies can be conducted for metalattices made
of more complicated unit cells, and of larger periodicity when there are extra higher-order
diffractions.
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Fig. 8. Perfect absorption associated with generalized Kerker effects. A 2D metalattice made
of core-shell spheres shown in (a) can fully absorb incident waves shone from one side, as
shown in (d). The core-shell particle simultaneously support both ED and MD resonances,
with the corresponding near field distributions shown in (b,c). (e-g) Total internal reflection
with dielectric particles. (g) When the particle supports both ED and MD resonances, the
reflection can be fully eliminated, achieving the perfect absorption of the incident wave.
However, if the particle support either ED or MD resonances only, the incident wave will be
absorbed only partially, as shown in (e,f). Adapted from [139,140].
5.4. Perfect absorption
The discussion of metalattices presented above is limited to lossless structures. When losses are
involved, we have to consider, not only the diffractions (including reflection and transmission), but
also the absorption of the whole lattice. Generally speaking, losses would change the magnitudes
and phases of all multipoles excited within each unit cell, especially near the resonances.
Under this circumstance, both the phase parities and the absorption-induced phase differences
between different multipoles have to be considered simultaneously. They would affect the angular
scattering patterns and consequently the energy distributions among all possible diffraction orders
of the whole lattice. As a result, we anticipate that losses would provide extra freedom for the
multipolar tuning (in terms of both phases and magnitudes) and thus allow for more flexible
beam manipulations.
An extreme case of the loss-induced beam control is that all the diffractions of the metalattices
can be effectively eliminated, with all the incident wave perfectly absorbed [135–137]. Current
studies to obtain the perfect absorption with metalattices rely dominantly on the interferences of
ED and MD modes, which can eliminate reflection [135, 136, 138–142]. Two such scattering
configurations are presented in Fig. 8, where the perfect absorption can be achieved [139,140].
Figure 8(d) shows the perfect absorption by a metalattice made of metal-dielectric core-shell
particles [shown in Fig. 8(a)] [139]. The core-shell particle supports a pair of overlapped ED and
MD resonances [shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c)] [26,139], which can eliminate simultaneously both
reflection and transmission (for each particle, there is no backward scattering, and simultaneously
there strong forward superscattering to interfere destructively with the incident wave), with the
incident wave fully absorbed. We emphasize here that the incident wave is sent from one side,
which is contrastingly different from the coherent absorption achieved with double-sided incident
waves [137], for which sole ED mode excitation would be sufficient. Figures 8(e)-8(g) show
other configurations based on total internal reflections [140]. When the particles on the substrate
support overlapped ED and MD resonances, the scattered wave can interfere destructively with
the reflected wave, enabling a perfect absorption of the incident wave [Fig. 8(g)]. In contrast,
the perfect absorption is not possible if the particles support sole ED or MD resonances, where
the reflected wave cannot be fully eliminated, ending up with a partial absorption [Figs. 8(e)
and 8(f)]. Compared to the functionality of high-order diffraction management discussed above
in Sec. 5.3, for perfect absorption or significant absorption enhancement, the requirement for
periodicity and other distribution parameters is not as strict as long as there exist no significant
inter-particle interactions or strong collective responses. This is the case for the results shown
in Figs. 8(e)-8(g), and also for several other studies [143, 144]. Here, we only mention the
interference of ED and MD resonances for prefect absorption, but perfect absorption can be
achieved through interferences of higher-order multipoles.
We emphasize here that many optical properties of metalattices have already been discussed in
literature, including perfect transmission [145–152], perfect reflection [147,148,151,153–158],
high-order diffraction management [159, 160], and perfect absorption [135,137,148,161,162].
However, for most cases no explicit connections between those functionalities and the generalized
Kerker effects have been established. The concept ofmultipolar interference behind the generalized
Kerker effects provides an intuitive and powerful theoretical framework that can be applied not
only to explain exotic optical phenomena, but also to provide a guidance to novel designs of
optical metadevices for advanced photonic applications.
6. Perspectives and outlook
We have provided a coherent overview of the generalized Kerker effects and their manifestations
in nanophotonics and meta-optics, largely driven by resonant excitation and interference of
different electromagnetic multipoles in subwavelength photonic structures. Based on the phase
symmetry analysis for multipoles of different orders and origins, we have presented a general
analysis for multipolar interference, based on which we have discussed various optical properties
of individual particles, particle clusters, and metalattices. For finite systems of individual and
clustered particles, we have focused on the control of both angular and total scatterings, whereas
for metalattices we have discussed the effects of perfect reflection, transmission and absorption,
as well as high-order diffraction management. We have demonstrated that all those optical
phenomena are linked directly to the multipolar interference mechanism of the generalized Kerker
effects.
Further progress of this field is expected through a number of potential extensions and
generalizations, and below we list just a few promising ideas. (i) Almost all previous studies have
only explored interference of low-order multipoles (up to quadrupoles), whereas higher-order
multipoles can certainly bring extra opportunities. (ii) Many current investigations of angular
scattering focused only on the forward and backward directions, while a full-angular analysis (in
terms of both amplitude and phase) for multipolar interferences is vitally important. (iii) A large
amount of work in this field relies on plane-wave or dipole-emitter excitations, and there will
be much more flexibilities for the wave manipulation with spatially engineered electromagnetic
sources with spin and/or angular momentum (the so-called structured light), or other types of
excitation configurations, such as excitations by electron beams. (iv) Very few works address
the near-field Kerker effects and related multipolar interferences (see Fig. 3), for which the most
significant step is to identify comprehensively all possible field components (both electric and
magnetic ones) and their phase symmetries for the multipoles (especially higher-order ones) in
the near field. (v) The field of active resonant dielectric nanophotonics is rapidly developing, so
it is crucial to expand these studies to the case of active particles, where such effects as gain and
chirality can play an important role. (vi) Last but not least, the study of periodic lattices can be
extended to other aperiodic geometries, including quasi-periodic or random lattices.
With those further important extensions, we anticipate that the generalized Kerker effects
discussed above can emerge in other fields and also affect other advanced and intriguing
photonic effects, including the quantum [163], low-dimensional [164, 165] and topological [165,
166] systems, as well as make an impact on the studies of geometric phases [167, 168],
bandgap structures [169], Anderson localization [170], and non-Hermitian photonics [171], also
proliferating the applications ranging from the scattering control and wave guidance [172] to more
advanced phenomena including optical force control [78], thermal emission engineering [173],
quantum interference and entanglement management [174, 175], in both linear and nonlinear
regimes [167, 176]. It is also significant to establish connections between the scattering of
electromagnetic waves and scattering of other types of waves from the perspective of partial wave
interferences [177–182], so that the principles of generalized Kerker effects could be explored in
other fields, inspiring interdisciplinary studies and practical applications.
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